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What are other things to see in Australia besides kangaroos and aborigines? Find out the answer in

this exciting picture book. Learn about Australia's landscapes, best places to visit, as well as the

people's culture and tradition too. This is a book that will take you from the beaches to the deserts of

Australia in less than an hour. Grab your copy today!
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I received Around The Globe - Must See Places in Australia: Australia Travel Guide for Kids

(Children's Explore the World Books) [Kindle Edition] and wanted to give a review. Here is my

review for the book: I think that is a great book. I personally love traveling and now that my kids are

getting older I feel that we have come to a place where we can start traveling with them. I wanted to

help them get excited about going to new places, about exploring and I thought that this book might

be able to help me with that and I am glad to report that it did just that. Australia is somewhere we

have talked about going to explore and this book really made us want to go more. The book goes

over some incredible sites for tourists that travel to Australia. My favorite part of this book was the



illustrations. The photos were simply beautiful! Fraser Island photograph looked amazing. My kids

had all sorts of ideas as to what might have made that amazing ship crash. I like hearing their

thoughts on it, and later googling it to find out more information on it. The illustration Byron Bay

looked so very inviting we definitely want to go there. As far as information goes it covers basic

information about the culture the history, and the populations. I feel that the strongest part of this

book is the illustrations. I know my kids are visual learners and the pictures really help keep their

interest. We found this book to be very interesting. I highly recommend it to everyone interested in

traveling. . I received this book for free or at a discounted rate in exchange for my honest review.

Love the format of this ebook. Very easy to read. Simply highlights the features of the continent

rather than a specific country like most similar topics. It really intrigues the reader with the stunning

photos throughout. I really like how it does not target places that everyone has heard of and visited

or added to their bucket list. It really provides an exceptional learning experience no matter what

age the reader is. I would definitely recommend reading this book even if you do not plan to travel to

these destinations so that you may become familiar with new places you may not have ever heard

of. I really enjoyed this book especially since it was not setup like a travel guide. Instead it was

simply a leisurely and relaxing nonfiction read. I received this product free for reviewing purposes,

however my opinions are all my own.

I ordered this book for my Kindle so that my grandson and granddaughter could enjoy them. When

we are sitting in waiting rooms, in the car, etc. it is good to have something to keep their attention. I

like for them to not only be entertained but to also learn! This ebook was perfect.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Around the Globe - Must See Places in AustraliaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• is part of the

series collection Baby Professor ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ ChildrenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Explore the World

Books. These are books that display the most famous attractions in different parts of the world. It's a

good departure from your typical picture book to read with your young child. As always in this series,

the photographs are exquisite. They are clear and colorful, filling the entire page area on the kindle.

Each page contains a small amount of information about the place being described. It's enough for

a young reader to learn something without being overwhelmed by facts and information. Some of

the facts included are there are more kangaroos than people or that the City of Melbourne used to

be called Batmania. The book begins with a page of facts then continues with 23 pages that contain

descriptions of some really unique places to visit if you ever get a chance to go to Australia. Again, a

set of amazing full color pictures I love the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Baby ProfessorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• book



series as they usually come with excellent photos and basic references that are quite suitable for my

grandkids.I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t know about you, but I depend very heavily on reviews that are

posted on . Even if I am purchasing an item elsewhere, I read what the reviewers here have to say. I

want to help others by providing reviews that give detailed personal experience about the products

that I buy on .I received this item at a discounted price in exchange for my testing, inspecting and

reviewing it. I received no compensation for my review and state my honest and unbiased opinion of

the product. My words and the rating I provided are my own and are based on my own personal

experience with this item.

Having visited Australia, I was really excited to download this kindle book to revisit some of my

favorite places. It would be almost impossible to create a children's book to contain all the wonderful

information about Australia, but this is a very concise list. My daughter is two so she is a little young

to fully understand the information that was presented in this Baby Professor book. However, she

did ask questions about these places and understood the basic information and enjoyed looking at

the photos. I'm sure this would be very appropriate information for school aged child.This kindle

edition was flawless with it's formatting. It was simple and easy to navigate. When I read this I sat

along with my two year old and she was able to swipe for me after reading each page. She really

loves to swipe to see all the different pictures.Around The Globe - Must See Places in Australia:

Australia Travel Guide for Kids (Children's Explore the World Books) the Kindle Edition contains

information about twenty-three different places in Australia. Some are about specific cities and some

are about national parks. They are simple to understand. I even learned some new information.

There are 23 beautiful photos of these places in Australia. Seriously, they are stunning. I kept

flipping back through the book just to look at the photos. They are great quality on a phone or tablet

screen.I would definitely recommend this book (and the entire series) to parents, teachers and

students.**This product was provided to me for free or in exchange for my honest review. All of my

review above is 100% my own and it reflects my honest and unbiased opinion.**
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